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Fall Hyperion - Dream CANTO I Fanatics have their dreams so they weave paradise for the sect; savage too because of the sublime fashion of his sleep Guessing in heaven; sorry they didn't Trac'd on parchment or wild Indian sheet Shadows melodic utterance. But the bare laurels they live, dream and die; For Poesy only can tell her dreams, with a subtle spell of words alone can save Imagination from the
mute charm and mute charm. Who is alive can say: You art is not a poet may'st not tell your dreams? Since every person whose soul is not clod Hut vision, and would speak if he loved and was well brought up in his native language. Whether it will now be a dream to rehearse Being a poet or a fanatic will be known when this warm scribe my hand is in the grave. Methought I stood where the trees of every
climate, Palm, myrtle, oak, and sycamore, and beech, with banana, and spice blossoms, made the screen; In the area of fountains, by the noise of a soft shower in the ears, and, to the touch the smell, not far from the roses. Turning around, I saw a gazebo with the roof drooping trellises of vines, and bells, and large flowers like floral censers waving light in the air; Before his crowned doorway, on the
mound of moss, was a common feast of summer fruit, which, closer saw, seem'd refuse to eat angel tried or our Mother Eve; For empty shells were scattered across the grass, and grape stems, but half bare, and remnants larger, sweet-smelling, whose pure views I could not know. Yet there was more than the legendary horn Triple Empty could pour out, at a banquet for Proserpine return'd in their fields,
where the white chicks are low. And the appetite is more melancholy than on earth, I have ever felt the growth inside, I ate delicious; And, not long, long craved, in order to stand in this way a cool vessel of transparent juice Sipp'd on wander'd bee, which I took, and, having promised all the mortals of the world, and all the dead, whose names are in our lips, Drank. This full draft is the parent of my theme. No
Asian poppy, no fine elixir soon disappears jealous caliphat, no poison gender'd in a cramped monastic cage to the thin scarlet conclave of old men, can so have an admiringly reluctant life away. Among the fragrant husks and berries of crush'd, on the grass I struggled against the imperious potion; but in vain: a cloudy swoon came, and down I sank like Silenus on an antique vase. How long I've been
napping, it's a chance to guess. When the feeling of life came back'd, I began as if with wings; but the fair trees had disappeared, the mossy mound and gazebo were no more: I look around at the carved sides of the old sanctuary with the roof of August, built so high it would seem that the filmed clouds could spread beneath like o'er the stars of the sky; So the old place was, I remember, none like on earth:
what I saw from gray cathedrals, buttress'd walls, rental towers, superannuations of sunken worlds, or the cliffs of nature toil would be hard in the waves and winds, Seem'd, but dilapidated things to this eternal domed monument. On the marble at my feet lay a shop of strange vessels and large draperies, which needed painted asbestos weaves, or in this place the moth could not get depraved, so white
linen, so, in some, different images of Rana from a gloomy loom. All in a mixed heap of confus'd there lay robes, golden tongs, censorship and seedy dish, Girdles, and chains, and holy jewelry. Turning from them with awe, once more I rais'd my eyes to understand space in every way; The embossed roof, the silent mass range columns north and south, ending with fog of nothing, and then to the east,
where the black gates were closed against the sunrise increasingly. Then to the west I look'd, and saw a far image, a huge feature, like a cloud at the level at which the feet of the altar slept, to be approach'd on either side of the steps, and marble balustrade, and the patient torment to take with difficulty countless degrees. At the altar of the sober pace I went, suppressing the haste as too wicked there; And,
approaching, saw near the shrine Odin minist'ring; and there was a flame. When in mid-May the sickening east wind suddenly shifts south, a small warm rain melts from the frozen incense of all colors, and fills the air with such pleasant health that even a dying man forgets his veil; Even so that the high sacrificial fire, sending forward maian incense, spread around Forgetfulness all but bliss, And
overshadowed the entire altar with soft smoke, from which the white fragrant curtains, thus, I heard the Language pronounc'd: If you can not climb 'These steps, die on that marble where you are art. 'Your flesh, next to your cousin's total dust,' will parch due to the lack of nuts, and disappear so It's not the fastest eye can find the grain of what you now art on that pavement is cold. The sands of your short life
are being spent at this hour, and no hand in the universe can turn your hourglass if these chewing leaves are burned'Ere you canst mount these immortal steps. I heard I look'd: two feelings, both at once, so good, so subtly, felt the tyranny that a fierce threat and a difficult task offered. Huge seem'd labor, the leaves were still burning when suddenly the palsied cold struck from the asphalt level up to my
limbs, and ascends quickly to put a cold grip on those streams that pulse near my throat: I shriek'd; and the acute suffering of my cry stung my own ears I sought hard to avoid numbness; sought to get the lowest rate. Slow, heavy, deadly was my pace: the cold Grew stuffy, gasping, in the heart; And when I clasp my hands I felt they were gone. A minute before death, my icy foot touch'd the lowest ladder;
and as he touch'd, life seems'd pour on my feet: I set up as soon as the fair angels on the stairs flew out of the green turf to the sky. The Holy I exclaimed, approaching the horned shrine, What am I to be saved from death? That I, that another death to come not to my statement is blasphemous here? He then said of the veiled shadow 'You didn't feel 'what' it was to die and live again before 'You're destined
for an hour.' It was you who had the test power to do it it's your own safety; you have from on your doom. High Prorostyr, I said, cleanse: Benign, if so, please, you, the film of my mind. No one can usurp this height, 'return'd that shadow, 'But those to whom the suffering of the world' are suffering, and will not allow them to rest. 'Everyone else who find refuge in the world, 'Where they can mindlessly sleep
their days,' if by chance in this fan they come,' Rot on the sidewalk where you rotted half. Are there not thousands in the world, I said, Encourag'd by the sooth voice of the shadows: Who loves his comrades even to death; Who feels the gigantic agony of the world; And more like slaves of poor humanity, Labor for mortal good? I sure have to see other people here, but I can't but I'm here alone. Those you
spak'st not vision'ries, Rejoin'd that voice; They are not dreamers weak; They are looking for no wonder but a human face: No music, but a happy voice noted; They don't come here, they don't think to come; And you are art here, for you art is less than they are: What good canst you do, or your entire tribe, for the great world? Do you flock to dreams: Fever yourself thinking about the Earth, and what bliss
even in hope is there for you? What harbor? Each creature huts his home; Every single person huts days of joy and pain, whether his labors be sublime or low pain alone; Joy alone; Different: Only the dreamer poisons all his days,' bearing more grief than all his sins deserve. So what happiness to be somewhat shar'd, 'Things like you art are allowed often' In how gardens you didst pass erewhile,' and
suffer'd in these temples: for that is because you stand safe under the knees of this statue. What I favor'd for unworthy: By such a favorable parley medicin'd 'In the disease is not ignoble, I rejoice, 'Yes, and can cry with love for such a reward. So the answer I am, continuing: If you like, 'Majestic shadow, tell me: of course not all these melodies sing in the ear of the world' useless: a sure poet sage; A
humanist, a doctor for all men. What I'm nobody I feel like vultures feel They're not birds when eagles are overseas. What am I then? You are the spakest of my tribe: What tribe? The high hue of the veil'd in the drooping white then spake, much more seriously, that breath moved the thin folds of flax that drooped about the golden censorship of The Hand of Pennent. Art you're not a dreamer tribe? The poet
and the dreamer are different: Diverse, opposite, antipodes. The one that pours balm on the world: Another annoyance of it. Then I shouted Spite of myself, and the spleen of Pythia, Apollo! Disappeared! Oh far flew Apollo! Where is your misty sea to crawl into dwellings, through the door nooks and crannies of all the mock lyrs, the great worshippers themselves, and the careless Hectorers in a proud bad
verse. While I'm breathing with them it will be a life to see them sprawling in front of me in the graves. Majestic shadow, tell me where I am, 'Whose altar is; for whom this incense curls; What image of this face I do not see: For the wide marble knees; And who are you art, accent feminine so polite? Then the high hue, in the drooping underwear veil'd, spoke, far more seriously, that her breath was stirred by
the thin folds of gauze that drooped about the golden censorship of her Pendent's hand; and with her voice I knew she had shed long cherished tears. This temple, sad and lonely, 'All spar'd from thunder war' Foughten long giant hierarchy 'Against Rebellion: this old image here, 'Whose carved features wrinkled as it fell,' is Saturn; I coin, the left supreme 'The only priestess of this desolation.' I had no words
to answer, for my language, useless, could find about his covered house No syllable fit majesty to make a rejoinder to the sorrow of Monet. There was silence, while the flame of the altar was swooning for sweet food: I look at it, And on the paved floor, where almost were stacked Faggots cinnamon, and many heaps of other crunchy spice wood, then again I would look at the altar, and his horns Whiten'd
with ashes, and his langrous'rous flame, and then on the offerings again; And so in turn, until the sad Coin cried out, The donation is made, but no less: Will I be kind to you for your goodwill. My strength, which for me is still a curse: Will be a miracle to you; for the scene Still fainting bright through my globe brain With the electrical change of suffering You shalt with these dull mortal eyes behold, 'Free from
all the pain, if you wonder the pain you're not.' and curtain'd her in the mysteries that made my heart too small to hold my blood. It saw that the goddess, and with a sacred hand the veils had parted. Then saw me with a pale face, not pin'd of human sadness, but a bright blanch'd of Immortal disease, which kills no; It works a constant change that a happy death cannot put an end to; Deathwards progressing
No death was that visage; it pass'd lily and snow; and beyond them I shouldn't think now, even though I saw that face but for her eyes I had to run away. They held me back, with the benign light soft softened divinest cover Half closed, and without vision they all seem'd all external things; they did not see me, but in the empty splendor of the beam'd, like a soft moon, who comforts those she does not see,
who do not know what eyes are thrown up. As I found a grain of gold on the mountain side, and twing'd with greed strain'd out of my eyes to look for its sullen insides rich in ore, so in terms of the forehead of a sad coin I ach'd to see that things hollow brain behind enwombed: what a high tragedy in the dark secret chambers of her acting that can give so scary, fill with such light Her planetary eyes, and
touch her voice with such a sorrow of shadow memory! I shouted, with an act of adoring at her feet, by all the gloom hung around your fallen home, to this last temple, in the golden age, 'Great Apollo, your dear adopted child,' and on its own, the unfortunate divinity, 'Pale Omega claimed race, 'Let me behold, as you said: What in your brain is so fermenting! No sooner had this witchcraft pass'd my pious lips
than the side-by-side we stood (like a bramble of solemn pine trick) Deep in the shady sadness of a valley, far sunk from the healthy breath of the morning, away from the fiery noon and eve of one star. Next I look under the gloomy branches, and saw that at first I thought the image is huge, as on the image pedestal'd so high up in the temple of Saturn. Then coin voice came short on my ear So Saturn sat
when he lost his worlds, then grew the power in me huge Ken to see how God sees, and to take the depth of things as nimble as the outer eye can size and shape permeates. High theme These few words hung awesome in front of my mind, with half unravel'd web. I set myself on an eagle watch that I could see and seeing ne'er forget. There was no excitement of life in this shrouded valley, not so much air
as in the zoning of the summer day Robs not a single light seed from grass feathered, but where the dead leaf fell, there still rested. The stream went headless way, still deaden'd more due to the fallen divinity Spread more shadow; Naiad's the middle of her cane press'd her cold finger closer to her lips. Along the edge of the sand, the big pedestrian signs went no further than where the feet of the old
Saturn rested, and they slept there for how long they slept! Degraded, cold, on withered land His old right hand lay without nerves, without listing, dead, imperceptible; and his landless eyes were clos'd, while his bow'd head seem'd listen to The Earth, His ancient mother, for some comfort yet. It would seem that no force could wake him from his seat; But came one who had a kindred touch'd his broad
shoulders after bending low with awe, albeit for those who didn't know it wasn't. Then came the voice of Mmmosin's mane, and the sorrow I hearken'd. This is the divinity of 'Who have you seen'st step from the yon of the unfortunate tree,' and with the slow pace approach of our fallen king, 'It's Thea, the soft natur'd of our brood. I mark'd the Goddess in the fair sculptures Excelling the van Coin behind her
head, and in her sorrows the woman's tears are closer. There was a listen to the fear in her regard, as if the disaster was, but began; As if on the court clouds of evil days spent their malice, and the sullen rear was with his kept thundering toiling up. With one hand she pressed on this sore place, where the human heart beats, as if just there, though immortal, she felt a cruel pain; Another on Saturn's bent
neck She laid, and up to the level of his hollow ear leaning with parted some words she spake in a solemn tenor and a deep organ melody; Some mourning words that are in weak language will come in this as accentuation; how fragile that great saying of the early gods! Saturn! look up and for what, the poor have lost the king? I have no comfort for you; No one; I can't cry, Why, so, sleeping you? For the
heavens part with em, and the Earth knows you wrong, so suffers, for God; And the ocean too, with all its solemn noise,' has from your scepter pass'd, and the whole air 'emptied of subtle hoary majesty: 'Your thunder, captious by the new command, 'Rumbles reluctantly o'er our fallen house; And your sharp lightning, in unpracticed hands, 'burns and burns our once serene domain. With such relentless
speed there are still new troubles: This disbelief has no place to breathe. Saturn! Sleep on: I'm thoughtless, why should I 'thus disturb your slumbrous loneliness?' Why should I ope your eyes melancholy? Saturn, sleep while I'm at your feet crying. As when on a trance of a summer forest night, the branch is fascinated by serious stars, Dream, and so dreaming all night without noise, Save from one gradual
solitary gust, swelling to silence; Dies down. As if the tide of air was only one wave; So came these words, and went; While in tears she press'd her fair big forehead to the ground, just where her hair can spread into curls is a soft and silky mat for Saturn's feet. The long, long ones were poses motionless as the sculpture is built on the grave of their own power. For a long terrible time I look at them: yet they
were the same, and I am the Frozen God still leaning towards the earth, and the sad Goddess is crying at his feet, the Coin is silent. Without staying or fulcrum But my own weak mortality, I carried the weight of this eternal silence, the unchanging darkness, and three fixed forms reflecting on my feelings, the whole moon. For my burning brain I measured sure that her silver seasons shedded at night, and
ever day after day methought I grew more skinny and ghostly. Often I pray'd Intense that death would take me from the valley and all its burthens gasping for despair of change, hour after hour I curs'd myself; Until the old Saturn rais'd his faded eyes, and look around and saw his kingdom gone, and all the gloom and sadness of the place, and that just on the lap of the Goddess at his feet. Like the moist
smell of flowers, and grass, and leaves Fills the forest dells with piercing air, the famous forest nostrils, so that the words of Saturn fill'd moss gloom around, even in the hollows of time ate oaks and winding pits of foxes, with sad low tones, while, thus, he spake, and sent strange reflections. , brothers, moan; for we swallow'd up' and buried from all god-like exercises 'The effect of benign on planets pale,
'And peaceful influence over the cleaning of man,' and all those actions that the Deity of the Supreme 'Doth to lighten his heart love in. for lo, rebel spheres 'Spin around, the stars of their ancient courses keep,' clouds are still with moisture to haunt the earth, 'Still less them fill the light from the sun and moon, yet the buds of the tree, and still the noise of the sea shores; There is no death in the entire
universe: No smell of death should be death moaning, moaning: Moan, Cybele, moan; for your pernicious babies 'changed God into trembling paralysis. Moan, brothers, moan because I have no strength left, 'Weak as a reed weak weak as my voice 'O, O, pain, pain of weakness. Moan, moan, for so far I thaw or give me help, but I throw down these imps, and give me victory. Let me hear the other moans,
and the trumpets blew 'Triumph of calm, and the hymns of the festival' From the golden peaks of the sky high piled clouds; The voices of the soft proclaim, and the silver stir from the strings into the hollow shells; and let there be beautiful things made new, to surprise out of the sky children. So he feebly ceas'd, With such a poor and painful sounding pause, Methought I heard some old man of the earth
mourning earthly loss; and my eyes and ears could not act with this pleasant unison of meaning, which marries a sweet sound with grace of form, and a dolorous accent of a tragic harp with great visions limb'd. More I carefully: Yet fix'd he sat under the trees, whose hands spread straggling in wild snake shapes, with leaves all hush'd; his dreadful presence there (now everyone was silent) gave a deadly lie
to what I once heard only his lips trembling among the white curls of his beard. They told the truth though, the round, snowy locks hung nobly, as on the face of the sky mid-afternoon wool clouds. Thea emerged, and stretched out a white hand through the hollow dark, pointing out some whither: wheret he too rose like a huge giant, saw men in the sea to grow pale from the waves in the dull midnight. They
melted from my gaze into the woods; Ere I could turn, Coin exclaimed: These twain 'Acceleration for families of grief,' where the roof in the black stones they spend, from pain 'And darkness, without hope. And she spake on, as you can read, who can unwearied pass Forward from the antechamber of this dream, where even on the open doors for a while I have to postpone, and pick up my memory of her
high phrase: perhaps no longer dare. CANTO II 'Mortal that you may'st understand right, 'I humanize my utterances to thin my ear,' creating a comparison of earthly things; Or you might'd better listen to the wind, whose tongue is up to you barren noise, even though it blows the legend laden through the trees. In the melancholy kingdom big tears are shed: More grief like this, and such as grief, too huge for a
mortal tongue, or a pen scribe. Titans fierce, self-hiding or prison-bound, 'Groan for old fidelity once again,' listening in his doom to Saturn's voice. But one of our all eagle brood still holds'His sov'reignty, and rule, and greatness; 'Blazing Hyperion on his snap fire' still sits, still sniffing incense replete with 'From Man to God of the Sun: But Unsafe,' terrible geeks' fear and bewilderment, so also shudders it:
Neither on howl dogs or gloom of birds Even Even Or a familiar visit to one at the first loss of its passing bell: But the horrors, portioned up to a gigantic nerve, make the great Hyperion hurt. His palace is bright, Bastiond with pyramids of glowing gold, 'And touch'd with a touch of bronze obelisks, 'Glares blood-red through all thousands of ships, 'Arches, and domes, and fiery galleries: And all its curtains of
aurorar clouds' Flush angrily; When it will taste wreaths 'From incense breath'd in the air from sacred hills, instead of sweets its ample palate takes Savour poisonous brass and metal patients. Where, when harbour'd in the sleepy West, 'After the complete completion of a fair day, 'To rest the divine on the sublime sofa' And dozing in the arms of the melody, 'He steps through the pleasant hours of lightness'
with the steps colossal, from hall to hall; While far in every passage and deep change'His winged minions in cramped clusters stand 'Amaz'd, and full of fear; How anxious people: Who on the broad plain gather in sad troops, 'When earthquakes jar their walls and towers. Even now, while Saturn, awakened from the icy trance, 'goes step by step with Thea from the ion forest, 'Hyperion, leaving twilight in the
rear, 'slanted to the threshold of the West. That's where we tend to be. Now in the clear light I stood, Reliev'd from Twilight Valley. Mnemosyne sat on a square edg'd polish'd stone that in its clear depth reflects purely her priestesses' clothes. My quick eyes ran on from the state nave to the nave, from vault to vault, through bow'rs fragrant and enwreathed light and diamond paved with gleaming long
arcades. Anon rush'd bright Hyperion; His flaming clothes stream'd behind his heels, and gave a roar as if an earthly fire that scared away the meek ethereal clock and made their pigeon wings tremble. On it erupted. END 1819 1819 the fall of hyperion poem summary. the fall of hyperion keats poem
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